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学位論文の概要及び要旨
An acurate prediction of waves and nearshore cuηents is a key role in solving coastal enginering problems, 
especialy of those related to beach morpholgical evolution. Previously, some thre dimensional 
morphdynaic models using a two dimensional depth-averaged model, and quasi thre dimensional 
numerical model around coastal s廿uctures have ben prosed (e.g. Nishmura et al., 198; Kuroiwa et al., 
202). Howevr, the model prediction was not acurate. Zyserman and Johns (202) used a quasi
thre 暢 dimensional model, dealing with random waves, to simulate flow, sediment transport, and morpholgical 
evolution. Althoug the model produce reasonable 」oking results of wave, curent, and sediment transport, 
no validation was made due to lack of measurnt data. In almost all previous studies, the nearshore waves 
and cu 町ent fields wer indepndently detrmined without considering the wave 幽 curent interaction. Therfore, 
in order to predict the morphdynaics around the coastal structures with beter acuracy, thre ”dimensional 
morphdynamic model that considering the wave-curent interaction is nede. 
The resarch is conducted to devlop a ro ちust and reliable numerical model of nearshore waves, curents, and 
sediment transport whic can ちe aplied in coastal enginering projects. The model consists of four modules to 
simulate the hydronamics and the morphdynaics around coastal struc 知res. In the wave module, the 
cu 汀ent efects on wave breaking and enrgy disipation wer taken into acount as wel as the wave di 註raction
efect. The surface roler asociated with wave breaking is model based on a modifcation of the equations 
by Daly and Brown (195) and Larson and Kraus (202). For the nearshore cu 汀ent module, a new quasi ”thre 
dimensional numerical model of wave driven co ぉ飽icuηents was devloped by acounting the e百ects of the 
wave-curent interaction and the surface rollers. Furthermore, the quasi-thre dimensional model, whic based 
on Navier 」Stokes equations, was modifed in asociation with the surface roler e妊ect, and solved using 
frictional step method. A new iterative fed back technique betwn the wave module and the nearshore 
curent module was prosed to obtain the steady state conditon of waves and cu 汀ents computaions, with 
considering the wave-curent interaction. 
In chapter 3, the aplicability of the model was verified by comparing with experimental and field 
observations. Firstly, the obtained result of wave height and longshore cu 汀ent velocity during experiments on 
the Large Scale Sedimnt Transport Facility (LSTF) basin was used to validate the model. Secondly, field 
observations of significant wave heights, the cros ”shore and longshore curent velocities whic conducted at 
Hazki Oceanogrp 誕cal Resarch Station (HORS) wer used to evaluate the predictive capabili 匂f of the model. 
Then, the model was aplied around Akasi port to verify the hydronamics around coastal struc 知res.
For the LSTF model verification, the computed results of the wave height distribution and longshore curent, 
respectively, with and without the wave-curent interaction and the surface roler efect wer compared with 
the experimental results. The model was run until the steady state with the consideration of wave-cuπent 
interaction was reached. 百ie 予rediction of significant wave height was in a god agremnt with the 
measurnt when the wave-curent interaction was considered. The computed results of longshore curents 
with the efect of the surface roler was not only shifted the peak toward the shoreline ，るut also increased the 
maximum cu 汀ent magnitudes in the surf zone. From these results, it was found that, by considering the 
wave-curent interaction and the surface roller. ラ the computed wave height distribution and longshore cu 汀ent
wer in a god agremnt with the experimental results. For the HORS model verification, comparison 
betwn the computed results and measurnts of the significant wave heights, the cros 欄 shore and longshore 
curent velocities wer conducted. Thes comparison showed that the computed results of wave heights give a 
god agremnt with the measurd data. The computed cros 柵 shore curent velocities and longshore cu 町ent
velocities also give reasonable agremnt with the measurd data. For the model verification around Akasi 
port, god agremnts betwn computaions and measurnt wer obtained with regard to the wave heights, 
wave directions, and the vector of curents near the sea botom. 
In chapter 4, thre benchmark cases wer ca 立ied out to investigate the model perfor 百1ance and acuracy. 
Model tests against coastal structures such as detached breakwaters; submergd breakwaters; and groins wer 
caried out to investigate the perfomance of the model around coastal structures. Comparisn betwn the 
computed results of the model test around detached breakwaters without 滋1d with considering the 
wave 綱 curent interact10n wer conducting. From these comparisons, it was found that the wave height 
distribution and the magnitude of the cu 汀ent velocities behind the detached ちreakwater when considering the 
wave 心U 汀ent interaction wer diferent from those without considering the wave 欄 curent interaction. Also, the 
produce shoreline behind the detached breakwter when considering the wave “curent interaction was 
diferent from those without considering the wave-cu 汀ent interaction. The model was run until the steady state 
was reached with the consideration of wave-curent interaction. Similar comparison wer conducted on the 
rest of model tests (submergd breakwaters; and groins), and the obtained results gave an asurance to the 
results above. It was found that the wave 輔 cu 町ent interaction was significantly playing an important role in the 
prediction of the hydronamics and morphdynaics computaion around coastal structures. 
Finaly, model aplications to the morphdynaics around two submergd breakwaters at Uradome beach and 
Kuni port in Hokaid in Japan, and Roseta promnty groins at the shoreline of Roseta Promnty in 
Egypt wer caried out in chapter 5 and chapter 6. The develo~ed Q-3D model, whic considering the 
wave-curent interaction and surface roler e茸ects, was able to provide more acurate input for the numerical 
model used to simulate the sediment transpo 抗 and morpholgical evolution. 
